WHY WE CONTINUALLY
ENHANCE ONBASE
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NEW AND
IMPROVED
FUNCTIONALITY

Take advantage of the latest products
and enhancements to empower your
knowledge workers with better information
access and modern experiences to deliver
exceptional service to your customers.
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3
UPDATED
COMPATIBILITY

Each OnBase release includes support
for the latest browsers, operating systems,
and new and expanded integrations with
common business applications, equipping
your organization to stay up-to-date with
the latest technology advancements.

 Benefit from the most up-to-date user
experiences across a range of clients,
devices and integrations

When you implement OnBase, you can be confident knowing you’ve invested in a platform
that’s continually updated and enhanced. With key updates and enhancements in each
release, OnBase will continue to adapt to your IT environment while also equipping users
with more of the tools they need to truly revolutionize the way they work. Each updated
version of OnBase provides you with:

 Maintain support for the latest evergreen
browsers and operating systems

 Get access to the very latest configuration

 Ensure compatibility with the latest

tools to simplify administration and speed
up the ability to innovate

versions of third-party integrations

BOLSTERED
SECURITY
AND FASTER
PERFORMANCE

Hyland has a team dedicated to evaluating
the security of OnBase, continually testing
and evaluating the platform against
the latest threats. Every release cycle
also includes testing to ensure optimal
performance as well as well as updates
and software changes to address both.

 Ensure your system remains stable
and secure with the latest security
updates, equipping you to meet current
compliance standards and reducing risk

 Keep your users productive with
optimally performing software
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BENEFITS FROM
PLATFORM
MODERNIZATION

Hyland continues to modernize and extend
the OnBase platform, allowing you to take
advantage of a wide range of content
services capabilities.

 Get access to new OnBase features —
and enhanced capabilities across Hyland’s
content services offerings — that can
enhance employee productivity and
the bottom line

 Gain the opportunity to improve
existing solutions and build entirely
new solutions, expanding the OnBase
footprint across your enterprise

THE FUTURE
With each release, we’re making the OnBase enterprise information platform more powerful, more configurable and more capable
of integrating with other business applications while providing a range of content services.
All upgrades are included with your annual maintenance. Regular upgrades maximize the value of your OnBase investment and set you
up for success now and into the future.
Talk to your account manager or visit the Hyland Community to learn more.
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